Evidence that an additional conserved element with the consensus C/GAGA/C is essential for maximal responsiveness of the cyclic AMP enhancer.
We analyzed the ability of cyclic AMP-response element binding proteins (CREBs) to interact with the CRE sequences derived from different genes and examined the role of sequences flanking the core CRE element in rendering cAMP-responsiveness to the enhancer. We were able to detect reproducibly, sing the Southwestern blotting technique, five major CREB factors of molecular weights 56, 47, 40, and 36-34 kDa which were present in various rat tissues and cultured cells. The 34-40 kDa proteins (CREB-327/341) were able to bind to the CRE of cAMP-inducible genes (somatostatin, c-fos, E2A), but not to genes whose expression is not controlled by cAMP (glucagon, parathyroid hormone). The novel 47 kDa CREB had a high specificity for the core octameric CRE sequence and it bound equally well to the consensus CRE of cAMP-inducible and noninducible genes. On the other hand, the 47 kDa CREB did not bind at all to the phorbol ester response element (TRE), whereas the 56 kDa protein, reminiscent of the CRE-BP1 protein, could bind to both elements. A computer aided sequence analysis of cAMP-inducible gene promoters revealed the presence of an additional conserved element starting 4-6 nucleotides 3' to the octomer with the consensus C/GAGA/C. We have shown this element to be essential for maximal cAMP-responsiveness of the enhancer in transient expression assays of CRE-CAT plasmid constructs indicating that the functional interaction of CREB proteins with the cAMP-inducible enhancer involves an additional 8-10 base pairs immediately downstream from the CRE core element.